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Market reports real estate market Leipzig

  


            
  
            Our market reports provide a strong foundation of solid market information for your property decisions. Learn all you need to know about the latest developments in the real estate market in Leipzig with us!


Our research team is happy to provide you with market reports on the real estate market on a regular basis. The team works hand in hand with the interdisciplinary network formed by our divisions and locations to provide you with an extensive overview of property-related developments throughout Germany and details of the real estate markets of the largest German cities: Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Leipzig and Munich.
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q4 2023




            Despite the continuing tense macroeconomic situation, Leipzig's warehouse and logistics market performed strongly in 2023 with a take-up of 323,000 m² ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q4 2023




            The development of the German commercial property investment market in 2023 was dominated by rising interest rates and the resulting increase in ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q4 2023




            The Leipzig office market was able to withstand the challenging macroeconomic conditions in 2023 and experienced good letting momentum in the last 12 ...
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q3 2023




            Despite the economic downturn, Leipzig's logistics market has remained very solid so far this year. Although the strong result of the previous year ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q3 2023




            After the first three quarters of 2023, the investment volume for commercial real estate in Leipzig amounts to €456 million.
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Office market Leipzig


    Q3 2023




            In contrast to almost all other major German office locations, the Leipzig office market is defying the difficult economic environment.
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q2 2023




            Despite challenging economic conditions, the Leipzig logistics market continues its series of high take-up volumes in the first half of 2023. At 185 ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q2 2023




            By mid-2023, the investment volume for commercial real estate in the Leipzig market area amounts to € 236 million. This corresponds to a decline of ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q2 2023




            With a total take-up of 62,000 m², the Leipzig office market once again achieved a good mid-year result, which is just above the long-term average (58 ...
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q1 2023




            The Leipzig logistics market achieved a take-up of 44,000 m² in the first quarter and thus remains below both the previous year's result (-51 %) and ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q1 2023




            The changed and still difficult economic circumstances have also had an impact on Leipzig's investment market. In particular, the sharp rise of ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q1 2023




            The Leipzig office market review on a satisfactory start to the year in the first quarter, particularly against the background of the continuing tense ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q4 2022




            The Leipzig investment market was highly resilient in 2022 despite the increasingly expensive financing conditions as well as the deteriorating ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q4 2022




            The Leipzig office market achieved a take-up of 130,000 m² in 2022 and thus a slightly above-average result in a long-term comparison (+2.4%). While ...
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q4 2022




            With a take-up of 398,000 m², the Leipzig logistics market achieves its second-best ever result in 2022. It is an impressive 42 % above the ten-year ...
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q3 2022




            Leipzig's logistics market was very dynamic in the first three quarters. Although last year’s record result was missed by around 12%, take-up still ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q3 2022




            The positive development on the Leipzig office market continued as in the same period last year. With take-up of 101,000 m², last year's record was ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q3 2022




            In the first nine months of the year, a transaction volume of €617 million was generated on the Leipzig investment market.
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q2 2022




            The result for the Leipzig logistics market at mid-year 2022 indicates the continuing high letting dynamic: with a take-up of 181,000 m², the very ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q2 2022




            In the first half of 2022, a transaction volume of €362 million was registered on the Leipzig investment market. This means that the Leipzig market ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q2 2022




            The Leipzig office market continued its dynamic development in the second quarter of the year. With a take-up of 69,000 m², the result for the Saxon ...
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Investment market Leipzig


    Q1 2022




            With a transaction volume of €160 million, the Leipzig investment market had a solid start to the new year overall. So far, exceptional large-volume ...
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Logistics market Leipzig


    Q1 2022




            The Leipzig logistics market was able to take the momentum from 2021 into the new year. With take-up of 89,000 m², the 10-year average was exceeded by ...
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Office market Leipzig


    Q1 2022




            In the first quarter, Leipzig's office market remained at the strong level of the previous year with a take-up of 27,000 sqm. The market is thus ...
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            Do you still have questions? Our comprehensive expertise and market presence nationwide enable us to provide reliable answers to your local and individual questions at any time. Contact us now!
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Inga Schwarz


    
            Head of Research

      
  

  
    
            Als Head of Research leite ich das Research-Team von BNPPRE in Deutschland und blicke auf mehr als 20 Jahre Erfahrung in der Immobilienwirtschaft zurück. In meiner Funktion trage ich wesentlich dazu bei, die bundesdeutschen Immobilienmärkte für Kunden transparenter zu machen. Mit meinem Fokus auf strategisches Research und durch das effektive Erheben sowie die gezielte Analyse von Daten gelingt es mir gemeinsam mit meinem Team, Trends und Entwicklungen frühzeitig aufzuspüren und intelligent zu platzieren. Die Unterstützung der bundesweiten BNPPRE-Transaktionskollegen in ihren Beratungsmandaten gehört darüber hinaus zu meinem Kerngeschäft.
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    +49 (0)40-348 48-103
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